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Rapid economic growth impacts our environment and consequently 
toosystem services greatly. Recognizing the value and the need for conservation of 
toosystem services is essential to business, the latter can reduce the risks as well as 
provide new opportunities for further development. It is quite possible that 
~ainess can become a leading sector in environmental protection. As social 
Oorporate responsibility (CSR) in Ukraine becomes more and more popular, 
oompanies implement projects on energy efficiency, climate change, green 
building, and biodiversity conservation. However, the projects' effectiveness 
lhould undergo assessment in order to prevent green-washing. 

This research aims at evaluating the companies' performance in 
environmental projects implementation within the CSR. Its another attempt is to 
prove that environmental projects are a new trend that could become an effective 
tool for environmental protection. 

Analysis of Global Compact members' reports has shown that current 
environmental projects cover a very narrow field, and that not all companies carry 
out their obligation to report on time and in accordance with the requirements. 

During the analysis Ukrainian and inrernational environmental projects were 
divided into categories, e.g. eco-education, biodiversity conservation, energy 
olliciency, climate change, environmental management and grouped according to 
lhe business sectors. Finally, after the consistent analysis of the business sectors the 
recommendations on the most suitable environmental projects for the companies 
wore developed. 

Interviewing socially responsible enrerprises about the business impact on 
ecosystem services and about their willingness to invest in various types of 
~nvironmental projects has proved that the implemented projects cover the most 
popular areas (e.g. climate change). There is vel') lillie J..nowledge among the 
leading companies about other possibilities. However, potentially they are open to 
other areas, for example to taking action on biodiversity protection. 

Based on a range of approaches to project e!Tectiveness evaluation eight 
main groups of indicators were identified and applied to three Ukrainian cases. The 
evaluation of selected projects has shown that in Ukraine the business 
environmental awareness is only starting to grow. Gathered data presents that 
many environmental undertakings do not meet the requirements and lack the 
necessary indicators in global terms. llowever. one can prove the partial 
effectiveness of the projects in Ukrainian realities and make the positive prognoses 
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l11 lh\1 t\JUII\1 MM\IUVClr, II I~ 11hviuu:. from the conducted research that 
~llYirCIIIIII"IIMI llf'OJoct~ 1uu ,•um:nlly becoming a new trend in busincs, 
fJIVI!untnOIII I holio uro 8111\l lo become an effective tool of the futuro 
f ll\'hrUIIII!.!IIII\I I'nllUclhm In Ukruinc. 

In cnnclu;Jun, II is important to point out the environmental crisis our 
11m luly 111 ti,clng. At the moment it appears that sustainable development strateg) 11 

lhu unly right way to last in the present conditions. From this point of view 
corpornte social responsibility is one of the main tools making business considc1 
not only its profits, but also the impact on the sociely and the environment 
Companies should also realize that corporate responsibility is not limited to 

charity donations, cutting back carbon or planting trees. It lies deeper in rc· 
imaging companies from within, establishing a new logic of business competition, 
and, most importantly, understanding how effective tool environmental projects 
can become in achieving goals. 
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In the current global and interdependent world the stability of economic 
system depends on the stability of its elements. Spatial differences in levels and 
growth rates of economic, ecological and social indicators are becoming key point 
policy objectives in modern world. 

Historically the development of former USSR economy under the conditions 
of central planning created major differences among national economies. Even 
within boundaries of one country the regions were not equally developed. ln 
Ukraine, the Eastern and South regions were and still are much more economically 
developed than West and North. Since that time Ukrainian economy has undergone 
a lot of transformation reforms to strengthen the national economy, but the gap 
between poor and rich regions in Ukraine is still substantial. 

Economic reforms in Ukraine were performed without major consideration of 
the regional factor. Statistic data shows significant regional economic disparities in 
Ukraine during 1990s. Thus, in 1998 regional per capita income was 888 UAH in 
Vinnytsa region, 886 UAU in Yolyn region and 1691 UAH in Donetsk region or 
1951 UAH in Dnipropetrovsk regions. That is on average the difference between 
poor and rich regions within one country was about two times. Considering the 
ecological indicators such as per capita emissions, rich regions were more than 20 
times "dirtier" than poor ones. Major regional differences in terms of basic social 
living standards may cause serious economic, social and ecological problems. 
Therefore development and transformation of national economy should consider not 
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